January 2015

Remembering Nick Barone
Ed. Note: Our community recently lost a bright star with the passing of Nick
Barone. Nick’s performing and building skills influenced and delighted many .
I had the privilege to get to know Nick when we used to perform in his previous
home base, San Diego, before he moved to the Bay Area. It was to the benefit
of all of us that he eventually made his home up here, bringing his talents and
his joy for life to our neighborhood. I am sure that many would agree with me
that Nick was one of the nicest people you could ever meet. He just was like
that.
In addition to his puppet building and performing, Nick is also a past president
of the guild, and was honored as such at the Guild 50th Celebration.
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Message from the President...
Hi Guild Members,
I’m hoping your December was full of the wonder of puppet shows—either performing or watching! We performed a
short shadow show as our artistic contribution during our Christmas Eve Italian meal. Unfortunately, we forgot to
take pictures!
If YOU forgot to take pictures of YOUR puppets, you can bring them for the display at the Holiday guild meeting
on January 25. You can also bring table decorations for the table decorating contest, and a wrapped gift for the
puppet gift exchange and extra cash for our Scholarship Raffle. Plus we’ll have a puppet show by Magical Moonshine
Theatre (Michael and Valerie Nelson). And, of course, when you add the potluck food, it becomes THE not-to-bemissed event of the year! Read about all the details elsewhere in this newsletter… and see you there on January 25!
Olivia Huff

GUILD HOLIDAY PARTY
Sunday, January 25, 2014 - San Rafael, CA (directions, bottom of page 7)
HEY KIDS, WHAT TIME IS IT? Our Annual Holiday Party and Potluck!
Bring your best smile, potluck contributions, a wrapped puppetry-oriented present ($15 max, more or less) for the
mystery present exchange (if you wish to participate), cash for the scholarship raffle tickets, puppets for display on
any holiday theme or just because you want to (please bring stands and labels), table decorations from ANY holiday
(arrive by 3:30 to dress your round table), and any Guild library books to return.
Schedule:
3:00-4:00 Church open. Set up tables and chairs, decorate tables, place puppets on display, puppet theater set up.
Volunteers needed - please help however you can.
4:00 Let the Party Begin!
4:30 Audience gathers for show, "The Three Little Pigs" by Magical Moonshine Theater. After show Q and A by Mike
and Valerie, there will be a short Guild meeting while we are gathered together. Schmoozing and networking.
6:00ish, potluck (please recycle afterwards)
7:00-9:00 Prizes for table decorations, gift exchange, display browsing, raffle, schmoozing - not necessarily in this
order.
9:00 Party ends. Volunteers, please help us clean up and vacate by 10:00. Thanks.
Show info: Guild members Michael and Valerie Nelson of the delightful Magical Moonshine Theatre will perform
their new show, "The 3 Little Pigs", a creative retelling of the
traditional story. It is presented with the traditional Bohemian
style of marionettes on a table top stage, complete with lots of
Live Music!
Location: Christ Presbyterian Church, 620 del Ganado Road, San
Rafael, 94903
(where it has been several times). Plenty of parking on the street
in front of the church and in the church parking lot on the corner of
del Ganado and Freitas Parkway. Freitas is the link between
highway 101 and del Ganado. The side entrance to the church
(near office and restrooms) now has a chain across it. I will try and
get it opened for the party.
Elisheva's cell phone (Guild party contact): (707) 978-8309
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Remembering Nick Barone
From Art Greunberger:
My first experience with Nick Barone during
an early 90’s Puppet Slam (before they were called
puppet slams) put on by Heather Hensen. We
performed at a little club on the Sunset Strip in
Hollywood. Nick did his Creepie Scary Show and I
knew right away we shared a similar sense of humor.
His musical sound track was not keeping up with the
timing he’d wanted to have and his banter while
waiting for the next musical cue was priceless. I was
stunned by the crispness of his moving mouth
puppetry only to discover later that it was the design
of the puppet mouths that made this possible. I
didn’t realize at the time that I’d met the person
that would become my best friend in the puppet
community.
Our careers took very similar paths. Once
Nick moved from San Diego to the Bay Area we began
to communicate and commiserate about doing the
circuit of children’s venues with our shows. Anytime
I’d have a new marketing scheme or a new idea for a
show Nick would be the first person I’d call to get
input. He’d always have a fresh and relevant
perspective. Many times when I’d be performing in
Redwood City Nick and Rose would show up at the
performances. There were many times where Nick
would have little bits of input that would make my
shows better and make me look more professional. I
had a stage supported by some tripods and two of
them were silver. Nick pulled me aside and said,
“You need black tripods.” He was right. I've been
using black tripods ever since.
Nick’s generosity with his building technique
is legendary. I remember asking him some questions
about how he built his moving mouth puppets and he
suggested I come over and build one with him. That’s
exactly what we did! He spent an entire day building
a moving mouth puppet with me. His techniques
continue to influence my building and will for the rest
of my life.
Nick never stopped exploring different
materials and techniques. Each time I’d come over to
his house he’d show me a new glue he’d started using
or a new application technique. I’d rush home and
start using the new technique or material and find it
much better than what I’d been using only to return

Above, Lynne Jennings shares a remembrance from the San
Diego Puppet Community, where Nick lived and performed
before moving to the Bay Area.
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Wendy Morton, Nick Barone, Art Gruenberger, Kamela
Portugues, and Anita Coulter at the Guild 50th GALA.
Photo: Greg Hayes

to Nick a few months later to find that he was using
yet another new technique or material! This drove
me crazy at first until I realized it was something I
should be emulating. Thanks to Nick I will continue to
look for better ways to build, better materials to use,
better tools to put things together.
While on our parallel career paths we, from
time to time, found opportunities to work together.
One of my favorite projects we got to work on was a
video for the Adobe Max conference. We had a blast
cracking the crew up with our “in-between the shots”
antics. We also had the opportunity to perform
overseas in Wendy Morton’s “The Little Dragon” at
the 2009 International Shadow Festival in Germany,
thrilled to be the first Americans to perform at this
festival.
Nick’s generosity, his wide eyed view of
the world and his genuine love and affection has
added so much to my life. I am so sad he has
departed much too early. A year or so ago he
expressed his concern to me that he’d thought he’d
had little impact on puppetry. I nearly fell out of my
chair when he said this. I know many puppeteers who
he has directly and indirectly influenced. And Nick,
you have deeply influenced me. I will try to produce
work that would make you proud. I am forever
grateful for your mentorship. More than that, I am
deeply grateful for your friendship. I miss you so very
much.
From Camilla Henneman:
I believe that some artists leave a part of themselves
behind through their work and through the art that
they shared. I was very privileged to have known Nick
Barone, and to share, even for such a brief time what
he gave. Nick Barone was a generous teacher, a
brilliant artist, and one of the most courageous and
truest people I have ever met.

Collage, showing Nick and wife Rose, and some of Nick’s
work, shared by Lynne Jennings.

Nick was also one of the funniest people I have
known. I first saw one of Nick’s shows at a puppet
festival in Arizona. It was T-Rex Thunderlizard’s
Wild West Review. It was hilarious. The puppets
were fantastic and different than any I had seen. I
didn’t introduce myself then, as I was a little shy and
rather in awe of this amazing artist.
Later, I attended Peter and Debbie Allen’s festival,

Nick and one of his creations.
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Puppetfest Midwest in Missouri. Puppetfest Midwest was a wonderful little festival where participants were
immersed in puppetry from the masters of their craft and got to take classes from world-class puppeteers. Nick was
one of the workshop presenters, as well as emceeing the late night and running the raffle room. I was hooked and
attended for 5 consecutive years. As often seems to be the case I had to travel to thousands of miles to meet
someone who is practically a neighbor. It turned out that Nick and Rose lived just 40 minutes away from me. My
friendship with Nick and Rose began there and grew over time. Two years ago when Ray and I got married, Rose was
our minister.
I loved visiting Nick and Rose at their home. To walk into Nick and Rose‘s house is to walk into a gallery of wonder
and magic. There are puppets everywhere built by Nick, their friends, and artists from all over the world. There are
toy theaters, artwork, Dr.Who artifacts and a whole room dedicated to LEGOs. Walk into the bathroom and you step
into the world of Indiana Jones.
Nick generously taught many students his unique style of building the big mouth puppets that were his trademark.
Many of those who learned from him are performing now and every time they do, I believe they continue to carry on
Nick’s legacy. Thousands of people all over the world have seen Nick’s performances. I believe that some children
and adults who watched him may turn to performing themselves, passing on what they learned watching Nick.
.
The last couple of years I watched him battle the illness that took his life. The illness was cruel, but it never took his
spirit. I mostly remember his optimism, his generosity and his courage. And to the end he kept his caring nature
and that slightly wicked and so funny, dry wit. I am grateful to Nick for all he shared. I continue to treasure Rose
and hope that in years to come I can give back a small part of what was given to me.
From Mary Johnson:
“I am so very sorry Nick is gone. It just doesn't seem right for him to not be here doing all the wonderful vibrant
puppetry he did. I remember his crazy performance at LA potpourri where the audience was to throw dog biscuits at
him "how much is that doggie in the window?".
Before that I remember when he met Rose, at
the UCSD festival they fell in love and were
chasing each other around the little outdoor
amphitheater it seems like about 2 years ago,
not Nearly 20(?) And wow to all the work he
did on my puppet safari website: it was their
(Nick and Rose‘s) idea to do it for me and
they accepted puppets for children in their
extended family as payment. It was a lovely
site and I never could have done it without
them. I remember their computer room in
their home where they sat close to each other
and worked independently or in close
harmony. It was beautiful to watch them.
Nick had a carefully organized puppet making
studio in their small garage. He made it into
a great creative space. I wish he was still here
and healthy, too. Life (or rather death)
seems so unfair sometimes and especially so
when the one taken away is not old and is so
talented and giving and full of life.
Farewell, friend.
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AVENUE Q - A REVIEW! CAN YOU HUM IT?

by Elisheva Hart

Part 1
The Novato Theater Company recently staged "2014 AVENUE Q the MUSICAL" dramatizing 'coming of age'
scenarios of the many Muppet-style puppets living in the neighborhood on a block of Avenue Q. In 2003 the original
cast received the 2003 Tony awards for Best Musical, Best score, and Best Book, thereby besting "Wicked".
Early in the Novato Theater run, 2 groups of SFBAPG members attended the musical, organized by our own Mary
Nagler, Ave Q puppet designer/builder. Her creations are superbly professional and perfect for the show! Due to
scheduling conflicts I attended the final performance on Sunday, November 9, 2014, a matinee.
AMAZING!
WOW! HILARIOUS! A STANDING OVATION FROM THE PACKED IN AUDIENCE!
Everything the publicity and word of mouth promised. My companion said this was the funniest show she has ever
seen. (And she has seen plenty.) Mary N. was extremely impressed at the cohesion and skills the puppets and their
performers had gained during the one month run of the show. The well rehearsed cast-of which only one performer
has previous puppetry experience-polished their performances with the aid of audience "feed back" (attentiveness,
laughter loud and mild, applause feeble to thunderous and so on.) Audience feedback is priceless for performers to
help them perfect their role/s. The Novato Theater company theater space was perfect for this show, which also
had its own 5 piece live Band!
"The authors [of Ave Q] grew up watching and loving Sesame Street, where everyone was taught they were
"special". This musical is like watching one's childhood come alive onstage -- but with a twist. God I love this
show!" Quoted from program notes by Carl Jordan, director and choreographer of this production.
Part 2 Interview with Mary Nagler, via email.
Elisheva: Which were the other 3 additional puppets you added,
and why? (Besides Jilly) Mary: The original cast was made [by me] for SRT-Santa Rosa Junior College Summer
Repertory Company, a rather large band of performers and the leaders wanted to give opportunity to more people
so 4 others were added. (They also had me make 2 ushers who interacted with the audience coming in and during
intermission.) Joleena is a Goth Teen, seen in the version you saw only on the Empire State Building when they told
her not to jump and the "Give Me Your Money" song. Also Bud the construction guy, Ted the UPS driver and Jilly the
token child. Bud, Ted, and Jilly were just because they are people you would see in the neighborhood and makes
sense. (Jackhammer is a sound effect in the "Life Outside Your Apartment" song) and boxes are delivered to
Princeton, thus the UPS guy Ted. Joleena was
originally a puppet I made in TV class at school and ready to go so I tossed her in, but in the version you saw she is
replaced by another Joleena that fits better the style of these puppets. That is the short answer. ;o)
E: Are the "regular" AVE Q puppets made from their standard patterns? Like, if I had gone to the original
performances, would they be the same as you have made? M: No, I called Rick Lyon, designer and builder of the
original 2003 production of "Ave Q" for whom I had worked for over a year, and we talked about what he needed me
to do to make them different than his; change of head shape, color and features, costumes had to be completely
different too. So I made up my own shapes and changed the colors and hair styles and eye color and made them as
different as possible. They are also a little bigger as the house [seating area] is deep in the theater at SRT and they
wanted them a little larger to read to the back row. They are made with the same attention to detail and durability
as Rick's design. I learned a lot from him.
E: How many different groups have you provided puppets for? M: For AVE Q, besides SRT, the puppets have
performed for: The North Hennepin Community College, Brooklyn Park; MN University of Wisconsin, Wausau, WI;
Tahoe Players, Incline Village, NV; Novato Theater Company, Playhouse, Novato, CA. Also 3 characters were rented
to sing "It Sucks To Be Me" [song from Ave Q] at a musical review at Clayton Theater Co, Clayton, CA.
E. Have you yourself ever performed in it?
M. No, sadly never got the training to do Musicals.
Part 3 Confession of the reviewer.

I'm not of the "Muppet Generation", nor watched Sesame Street. Neither did
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my children. This type of puppetry is not my passion - shadows and found object/table top puppets are. Primarily I
went to see Ave Q because my friend Mary Nagler built the puppets, many members of our guild were going and I
like my community although ultimately I missed these opportunities, and well, Novato is very few miles away, the
price was affordable, plus parking was free! Why not go? I return a convert to this style of puppet, thanks to this
production of Ave Q. I absolutely cannot think of any other type of puppets which could succeed as well as these
puppets could. Of course they sure were type cast-Muppet style-and performing their very own stories, in their very
own Sesame Street format.
Back in the day, when Sesame Street was often viewed in black and white causing many children to "see" a Big
White Bird, directors of large groups of puppeteers (such as George Latshaw did with college groups) he and several
other directors agreed that through experience they would rather train non-performers to be puppeteers because it
was too difficult for dancers and drama people to sublimate themselves to the puppets. (Sublimation is achieved by
the visible puppeteers totally focusing their eyes and attention on the puppets, thus teaching the audience to do so.
Instead too many of these long ago dancers and drama people would mug the audience, "insisting" the audiences'
eyes be on themselves instead of the puppets.This is back when a lot of "real" puppeteers were dubbed "shy actors"
and felt safest performing behind curtains and screens, of which most stages consisted.
Times have changed. More puppets are performed out in the open. Dancers and drama people have learned how
to refocus themselves and audiences onto the puppets. In fact, many directors of groups nowadays say they prefer
to train dancers and drama people as puppeteers rather than use "real" puppeteers! Perhaps, in some cases, the
puppeteer/shy actor cannot come out of the enclosed stage. Or are not used to performing in groups. And perhaps
some are so liberated by coming out that they forget about the puppet and glory in being visible.
In Novato Theater company's production of Ave Q the puppets were not just extensions of the puppeteers' arms.
Nor were the puppeteers acting as mirror images of the puppets because that would imply an opposition, a reversallike when we look at our own reflections. To me, the puppet and puppeteer was more like a conjoined creation,
one pair of legs with two interpretations of a single united relationship. They even manifested the same feelings
and facial expressions simultaneously.
Also, due to Mary's excellent training, the puppeteers had magnificent control of these Muppet-type puppets'
mouth movements as they spoke or sang by dropping the
puppets' jaws to form sounds instead of raising the
puppets' heads with each syllable. The arms were
wonderfully constructed so they could be beautifully move:
sometimes boldly, sometimes with just subtle turns of the
puppet's wrist.
I'M SO GLAD I ATTENDED THIS "AVENUE Q"
BRAVO!
THANKS FOR MY CONVERSION!

Directions to the Guild Holiday Party
from Google Maps
Christ Presbyterian Church, 620 del Ganado Road, San
Rafael, 94903

From 101 in San Rafael:
Take the exit toward Terra Linda, 0.2 mi
Continue onto Manuel T Freitas Pkwy (signs for Terra Linda)
1.2 mi
Turn right onto Del Ganado Rd
Destination will be on the right
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Many people from Puppetry Guild attended
Puppet Up in San Francisco on November
22. Brian and Maggie Hitchcock, Elizabeth
Leonard and her friend, John Arnold and
his wife, and me (Jennifer Kruss) and my
parents. My family got our picture taken
with Brian Henson (center, back row.)
Both Brian Hitchcock and I had Brian
Henson sign items, a Storytellers Dvd and
poster respectively.

San Francisco Bay Area Puppeteers Guild
PO Box 1258
Vallejo, CA 94590
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